Kindergarten News-10/5/18
*Dd & #4 Week is next. Please send a letter item.
*Library on MOn.: return books for new ones.
*Bb Week alphabet Expert: Abbey Plant was our
expert and she brought in a variety of B items. She
also read a book with b in the title to the class
every day that week. Beautiful reading, Abbey!
Cc Week Alphabet Expert: Connor bedford was our
expert. His dad read “The Very hungry caterpillar”
to the class. Connor showed pictures of all of the
fun he had this summer raising monarch butterflies.
He highlighted the life cycle of the butterfly-egg,
caterpillar, cocoon (chrysalis),butterfly. His family
provided a snack of Celery, peanut butter & raisins
(ants on a log). Cool Ideas, Connor!
*A snipet of our Math- WE used 9 parts of a
caterpillar to learn about ordinal numbers (first,
second, third, fourth, etc.). We also chose 4 of the
#1-9 caterpillar parts and put them in numerical
order. For ex: if they chose 9, 7,2, 4,
They needed to put them in # order 2,4,7,9 on their
work mat. WE repeated this several times with
different #’s. They did quite well on this!
*We used Cubes on a T chart to practice addition
facts: one and 2 greater.. *Calendar: we are

learning the days of the week, months of the year,
how many days in each month, holidays, seasons, etc.
*#0-10 Cupcake Memory Game
*Spiral notebooks contain their free
drawings/writings. These will be sent home when
they are full.
*obviously, we are doing so much more than our
friday folders show! Math involves a lot of games
and manipulatives, and language includes programs
with a lot of conversation. I am seeing lots of
growth already in all of the students and I hope
that you are, too!
*IT’s C-c-cold Brrrr! I wish i had some fur!
*i would like the students to wear long sleeve
shirts in the classroom now that it is colder. Also,
please have them wear their warmer coats for
recess. THanks for leaving a hat and mittens in
their bag! Looking ahead: the thin gloves don’t
work well when the snow flies. Please plan on
sending your child with 2 pairs of waterproof
mittens or gloves once it snows/gets really cold
since they will need 2 pairs every day (1 for each
recess).
*Thanks for all of your support! Connie
Have a great weekend!

